XPA ABV 5.0% | IBU 30
It might be pale but there’s nothing weak about this bad boy. Tropical & floral aromatics
set off a fruity palette that will punch your taste buds in the pleasure zone.
A fully-hopped beer that’s still easy to drink.
STRONG PALE ALE ABV 5.9% | IBU 45
A lean malt base overlaid by an intense fruit salad hop bouquet. A summer cocktail of mango,
deep citrus, pineapple & passion fruit flavours wrapped in a firm lively bitterness.
CAPTAIN SENSIBLE ABV 3.5% | IBU 20
This ale balances refined malt undertones against vivacious hop notes to round out
a full taste and mouthfeel that defies its mid-strength nature.
GERMAN PILSNER ABV 4.9% | IBU 32
The balanced malt base pulls you in for a hug before the hops get frisky with
floral aromas and a refreshingly bitter finish. Perfect for those who like a ‘beer beer’.
IPA ABV 6.8% | IBU 72
Its clean hoppy base offers a relentless, yet refined bitterness complemented
by pine and citrus aromatics. Here’s cheers to a big refresher after a hard-won day.
HAZY ABV 6.0% | IBU 20
If a weather app forecast the outlook on this beer it would say slightly
cloudy with a downpour of juicy hops. Its luscious nectar showers your lips with
a combination of candied orange, mango and passionfruit, followed with
a refreshing breeze of bitterness beneath.
IIPA ABV 8.6% | IBU 105
This Imperial IPA is like a tangy fruit salad with extra punch. Clean, hefty hop notes
provide substantial palate weight with hints of pineapple, pine and citrus,
while the higher alcohol content delivers a delightfully dry, spicy finish.
HAPPY THE LAGER ABV 4.6% | IBU 22
Effortless drinkability & balance. Smooth malt aromatics. Tasty malt on the palate with
breezy citrus and light spice notes. Blue skies, white sand and sea breeze in a glass.
LIL’ BRUT Y ABV 6% | IBU 16
This Bruit IPA aromatics are a Caribbean cocktail of summer delights. Lychee, fresh lime and
coconut notes saturate a lean clean malt base with hop oil goodness leaving a spritzy finish.
HANDSOME ELVIS ABV 6.5% | IBU 20
Nitro Milk Stout. Aromas & flavours of dark berries, chocolate, espresso, roasted hazelnu
Lactose for a little sweetness Poured on nitro for a creamy mouthfeel.

